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ABSTRACT

• the hybrid reverberation effect should be perceptually indistinguishable from a pure convolution reverb for a given
room impulse response;

anechoic input signal with the respective room impulse response.
This convolution-based "auralization" approach guarantees for an
authentic and natural listening experience.
Due to the increase in available processing power and recent
advances in the development of computationally efficient low latency algorithms for frequency domain filtering (such as, e.g., the
block-partitioned FFT convolution [2] and frequency delay lines
[3]), convolution-based reverberation processing became widely
applied during the last few decades. However, the computational
cost of this method depends on the length of the processed IR.
This may become a problem when recreating the reverberation of
large concert halls and opera houses, where the length of the IR is
typically in the order of a few seconds.
A survey on available convolution-based reverberation rendering software and hardware devices shows that the control over the
reverberation effect is, in general, limited to only a few low-level
parameters. Typically, the early-to-reverb ratio can be modified by
adjusting the gains of the respective time sections of the IR. Often
the decay time can be varied too, i.e., either increased or reduced.
This can be achieved, for example, by resampling the original IR
or by applying an exponentially decaying gain curve to the late
reverberation tail. More advanced IR transformations often yield
artifacts that result in an unnatural or unpleasant sounding reverb.
This clearly limits the range of possible IR transformations in current convolution-based reverberators.

• the algorithm should fulfill the constraints for real-time audio signal processing;

1.2. Parametric reverberators (FDNs)

This paper presents a hybrid reverberation processor, i.e. a realtime audio signal processing unit that combines a convolution reverb for recreating the early reflections of a measured impulse response (IR) with a feedback delay network (FDN) for synthesizing
the reverberation tail. The FDN is automatically adjusted so as to
match the energy decay profile of the measured IR. Particular attention is given to the transition between the convolution section
and the FDN in order to avoid audible artifacts. The proposed
reverberation processor offers both computational efficiency and
flexible perceptual control over the reverberation effect.
1. INTRODUCTION
During the last decades, two main approaches for digital artificial
reverberation processing have been widely used in music and film
production [1]: convolution reverbs and delay-network techniques.
In this paper, we present and discuss a novel hybrid reverberation
processor that combines both methods and overcomes some of the
limitations of earlier approaches. A hybrid reverberation effect
processor should have the following properties:

• the algorithm should be computationally efficient and thus
attractive for practical applications;
• the processing method should provide a flexible high-level
control over the perceived room effect.
This paper is organized as follows: The remainder of Section 1 briefly discusses the motivation for this study and offers a
summary of earlier works and current state of the art methods for
reverberation effect processing. Section 2 details the technical aspects of the proposed method. In Section 3, we present the results
of a case study. In Section 4, we extend the hybrid reverberator
with a perceptual control paradigm. Section 5 discusses some of
the limitations of the proposed method and outlines possible future
improvements.
1.1. Convolution-based reverberators
The acoustic transfer path between an emitter and a receiver in a
room is usually modeled as a linear time-invariant system, which
is fully characterized by its impulse response (IR). With this linear
model, the room reverberation can be reproduced by convolving an

Jot and Chaigne [4] used feedback delay network (FDN) processing structures for digital reverberation rendering. FDN simulate
the statistical properties of the late room reverberation in a computationally efficient way. They are scalable and allow for a continuous tuning of the time and frequency behavior of the room
response.
A commonly reported drawback of FDN rendering is the lack
of authenticity in the early part of the room response. This is typically linked to transient coloration effects or from insufficient echo
and/or modal densities, as it takes some time to build up dense reflection patterns with feedback loop structures.
1.3. Motivation for developing hybrid reverberators
This work aims at developing a hybrid reverberator that combines
both convolution processing for the early part of the IR and FDN
for late reverberation rendering. The hybridization approach shows
several advantages over full convolution processing. Early reflections (ER) typically arrive within less than 50 − 200 ms. Applying
convolution filtering to this part of the IR comes with a low com-
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putational cost, while it preserves the naturalness and spectral signature of the room response. The late reverberation decay, which
may be several seconds for large rooms, can be accurately modeled
with computationally efficient FDNs. The feedback loop structure
offers flexible control over the rendering parameters and can be
adapted to perceptually-motivated control methods (see Sec. 4 for
further details). The two main challenges for the design of such
hybrid processor are:
• the estimation of model parameters from the original (e.g.,
measured) IR for automatic tuning of the FDN;
• to guarantee smooth transitions between the two processing
stages (i.e. at the transition between early reflections and
reverberation tail) without perceptible artifacts.
1.4. Related works
The idea of combining FIR filter for early reflection modeling
with a recursive topology for modeling late reverberation decays
dates back to early works on digital artificial reverberation (see e.g.
[5–7]), even though actual attempts at hybridization only appeared
in the late 2000s.
Stewart [8, 9], for instance, proposed a hybrid reverberator using a 16-channel FDN for generating the late reverberation. This
reverberator automatically estimates the FDN parameters from the
energy decay relief (EDR). More precisely, the reverberation time
(RT) is estimated in each frequency band. The initial spectrum of
the FDN is, however, not taken into account. A Hann window assures smooth cross-fading between the concatenated sections (i.e.
early reflections and late reverberation) and minimizes perceptible
artifacts. Although Stewart et al.’s method is very similar to what
is proposed in this paper (see Sec. 2), they only demonstrate that
such a hybrid reverberator is viable. To the authors’ knowledge,
it has never been realized in practice. It should be further noted
that this cross-fading approach is not well suited for real-time implementations. The rising edge of the Hann window is applied at
the beginning of the late reverberation, which is not possible in
real-time.
A similar approach is taken in [10], without providing detailed
information on the crossfade in between the two sections. Here,
the reverberation decay times are estimated in only two frequency
bands and a 16-channel FDN is adjusted to match the original IR
at the transition points. No additional spectral shaping is applied
to the FDN.
Abel et al. [11] model a plate reverberator with a hybrid processing unit. This method (which is inspired from [8]) first estimates the spectral decay times and then applies them to the FDN.
For equalizing the FDN a short FIR filter, which is obtained from a
minimum-phase version of the impulse response, is applied to the
transition region. The transition between the convolution section
and the FDN is accomplished by means of a power-complementary
crossfade.
Greenblatt et al. [12] further extended the methods presented
in [8] and [11] by improving the window-based crossfade between
the convolution and FDN sections. This method allows for any
arbitrary window shape and length as it is subtracted from the convolution part.
In [13], Lee et al. generate the ER section using conventional
convolution techniques and the late reverberation part with a socalled “switched convolution (SC)” technique. The SC processor
consists of a recursive comb filter that is convolved with a short

noise segment. The transition between the two processes uses the
cross-fading technique developed in [11].
Other works mainly focus on the optimization of the different
processes: Heise et al. [14] proposed an optimization strategy for
matching the settings of two different audio processors. As a case
study they tune an algorithmic reverb so that it mimics a convolution reverb processor. The optimization procedure evaluates the
differences between the actual response and the target response on
the basis of psychoacoustic features. As a principal measure the
euclidian distance between MFCC vectors is applied.
A hybrid reverberation processor with a Moorer structure for
the reverb tail is used by Primavera et al. [15–18]. It is based on an
iterative optimization algorithm (see [19] for details) to determine
the parameters of an IIR filter structure (i.e. delay line lengths,
gains, and damping factors) that jointly minimize different cost
functions. The cost functions are obtained by comparing the synthesized IR with the real IR in both the time and frequency domain.
Holm-Rasmussen et al. [20] apply linear predictive coding to
fit a synthesized reverberation tail to a measured IR. For synthesis
sparse FIR filters are used.
Several works investigate different time-frequency representations to estimate the model parameters that best approximate a
given room impulse response (see e.g. [21–23] for further details).
Most methods apply the short-time Fourier or wavelet transform;
the parameters of the filter structures are estimated using the Prony
or Steiglitz-McBride method.

2. PROPOSED METHOD
In this paper we propose a method that (automatically) tunes a
FDN unit to best approximate the time-frequency response of the
original IR. Schroeder (see e.g. [24, 25]) statistically modeled the
late reverberation of a room as exponentially decaying Gaussian
random process. It is shown in the following that, when applying Schroeder’s statistical model, the FDN can be fitted with arbitrary accuracy to both the reverberation decay profile and the initial
spectrum of the original IR.

2.1. IR truncation
A time-domain room impulse response can only be Gaussian when
a sufficient number of reflections overlap, i.e. when the echo density in a room is sufficiently high enough. The stochastic model
for late reverberation is thus only valid for frequencies higher than
the Schroeder frequency [24] and times later than the mixing time
(tmix ). The mixing time determines the transition between the
ER and the reverberation tail and thus defines the cross-over point
between the convolution section and the FDN section of a hybrid
reverberator. Several estimators for the mixing time have been
proposed in literature (see e.g. [26–32]), with varying results that,
in general, strongly depend on the estimation parameters (e.g. the
size of the analysis window). An objective comparison of the performance of these various estimators is beyond the scope of this
paper and is postponed to future publications. (Note that Lindau
et al. [33] presented a comparative study on the estimation of the
perceptual mixing time). For the remainder of this article it is assumed that the mixing time is estimated with sufficient accuracy
and that the IR can be modeled as decaying Gaussian random process for times t ≥ tmix .
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2.2. Feedback delay network reverberator
The hybrid reverberation engine presented in this paper is based
on IRCAM’s parametric reverberation engine, which is part of the
sound spatialization software “Spatialisateur” (Spat~). This FDNbased reverberator consists of a “lossless prototype” (i.e. a reverberator with infinite reverberation time that is based on lossless
unitary feedback matrix structures) combined with absorptive IIR
filters (see [34] for more details). With this processing structure
one can achieve arbitrary time and modal densities, low tonal coloration, and independent control of the frequency envelope and
decay characteristics [4]. The Spat~ reverberation processor can
be controlled by a set of perceptual descriptors (see Sec. 4). These
descriptors rely on a simplified model of the IR’s time-frequency
energy distribution that is reduced to four time segments and three
frequency bands (cf. Fig. 1). The Spat~ model separates the IR
into three sections: (a) “early” for the very first discrete echoes,
(b) “cluster” for the late and more diffuse early reflections with a
dense reflection pattern, and (c) “late reverb” for the late reverberation. The cluster is synthesized with multi-tap delay lines feeding a
decorrelation unit; the late reverb is generated by a delay-network
(that is fed by the output of the cluster section) with typically 4 to
16 feedback channels.

Eq. (1) can be efficiently computed, e.g., through backward integration of the short-time Fourier spectrum of the impulse response.
Following the procedure of [35], the reverberation time RT(f ) can
be estimated for any frequency f . Measured impulse responses
are usually corrupted by measurement noise, which distorts the
computed EDR and results in biased estimates of the decay times.
In practice, the analysis of the EDR is restricted to a frequencydependent time interval in which the hypothesis of exponential energy decay holds.
The absorptive filter gi in the ith feedback channel of the FDN
is then chosen such that the logarithm of its magnitude response is
proportional to the delay length and inversely proportional to the
reverberation time. With reference to [4] and by neglecting the
absorptive filter’s phase response, the filter equation writes as
20 · log10 gi (ej2πf ) =

−60
· τi ,
RT(f )

(2)

where τi is the delay length (in seconds) of the ith inner channel. Spat~ implements the absorptive filter gi as a three-band parametric filter with adjustable crossover frequencies. The estimated
RT(f ) is thus averaged and reduced to three frequency bands.

Figure 1: Time-frequency IR model of the FDN-based reverberator
Spat~: echogram (top) and time-frequency distributions (bottom).
Hybridization requires to adjust the FDN model parameters
(i.e. the reverberation profile and the initial frequency spectrum)
to the time-frequency envelope of the original IR. This is achieved
by analyzing the energy decay relief of the original IR.
2.3. Energy decay relief analysis
The energy decay relief (EDR) is the ensemble average of the timefrequency representation of the reverberation decay after the interruption of the excitation signal (see [35]). It represents the spectral
energy density of the IR over time. The EDR is a generalization
of Shroeder’s energy decay curve (EDC), which allows for a timefrequency representation of the IR. It can be used to accurately estimate the model parameters of exponential reverberation decays.
Given an impulse response h(t), the EDR writes:
Z τ =∞
2
EDRh (t, f ) =
h(τ )e−j2πf τ dτ .
(1)
τ =t

Figure 2: Hybrid reverberator processing structure. Blocks with
dashed-lines indicate offline processing. The “direct/early/cluster
convolution” module performs the convolution of the IR truncated
to the time interval [0 − tmix ].

2.4. Transition filter (spectral correction filter)
With reference to Jot et al. [4, 26], the EDR is not only characterized by the reverberation time RT(f ) but also by the initial power
spectrum P(f ). In theory, the FDN’s initial power spectrum is a
zero-mean white Gaussian process that is independent of the decay
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2.5. Statistical aspects
The modal density Dm (i.e. the average number of modes per Hz)
of a FDN with N feedback channels is related to the total length
of the delay units by the following equation:
Dm =

N
X

τk .

(4)

k=1

A crucial requirement for convincing artificial reverberation is to
satisfy the assumptions of Schroeder’s statistical model, i.e. to
operate above the “Schroeder frequency”. This condition corresponds to a modal overlap of at least 3:1 (see [35] for details),
which is equivalent to
Dm ≥ RT0 ,

(5)

where RT0 denotes the average reverberation time. Eqs. (4) and
(5) are used to adjust the delay times of the inner loops of the FDN
structure.
2.6. Current real-time implementation
The proposed hybrid reverberator is implemented in C++ and available as an external object (spat.hybrid∼) for Max/MSP R as part
of the Spat~ package. The external object first loads the IR and
then performs the above-mentioned EDR analysis. This initial
processing step is performed offline. Once all IR parameters are
determined the external object enables the real-time processing of
the input audio stream. To ease perceptive comparisons, one can
switch between convolution and FDN modeling for the late reverberation tail (cf. Fig. 2). The real-time convolution is implemented
as a zero-latency partitioned FFT algorithm adapted from [2]. The
N uncorrelated output channels of the FDN can be either summed
up to produce a mono output signal, or distributed over several
loudspeakers creating a convincing spatial diffuse field out of a
mono IR.

RT (sec)

A linear-phase filter is derived from the magnitude response
of the spectral correction in Eq. (3) and then applied to the FDN
(see Fig. 2). This spectral correction filter guarantees for a smooth
and continuous time-frequency envelope of the hybrid reverberation processor at time t = tmix .

library. The file is about 9 s long and the average decay time is
RT0 ≈ 4.5 s. The mixing time is taken as tmix ≈ 200 ms. The
FDN consists of N = 8 feedback channels and the crossover frequencies are set to 2.5 and 7 kHz.
Fig. 3 (bottom figure) demonstrates that the EDCs of the original and the hybrid IR are in good agreement; the upper figure
compares the frequency-dependent reverberation time before and
after applying the hybridization process. For frequencies higher
than 1.5 kHz, the decay profile is in good agreement with that of
the original IR. However, for lower frequencies an error of approximately ±10% can be observed. This error results from the use of
2nd -order absorptive filters in the FDN loop, which determines
the overall shape of the RT(f ) curve. For the given example, the
2nd -order shelving filters cannot approximate the original RT(f )
curve with sufficient accuracy in the low and very high frequency
bands.
The choice of 2nd -order filters is motivated by the results of
earlier studies on the perceptual characterization of the acoustic
quality of concert halls, opera houses, and auditoria. Kahle [37]
showed that controlling the reverberation time in three frequency
bands covers the full range of perceptual attributes for a large set
of room acoustic qualities. First informal listenings tests using the
shown case study (among other examples) indirectly confirm these
results. Despite the biased RT(f ) depicted in Fig. 3, preliminary
results indicate that listeners cannot distinguish sounds processed
with the hybrid reverberator from those that have been convolved
with the original IR. Anyway, more detailed listening experiments
are needed to verify these early results.
The proposed hybrid reverberation processing model does not
limit the number of absorption filter frequency bands. Higherorder parametric filters have been successfully implemented, but at
the expense of a higher computational cost. The presented threeband filter model provides a good trade off between model accuracy and computational load.
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characteristics. This assumption does not always hold in practice,
due to approximations in the derivation of the FDN’s correction
filter [4] and the FDN-channel lowpass filters that simulate the air
absorption of the reflection paths [36]. Note that the air absorption
filters are not compensated by the FDN’s correction filter.
An additional spectral correction is thus introduced to match
the initial spectrum of the FDN with the EDR of the original IR at
the mixing time:
s
EDRh (tmix , f )
correction(f ) =
.
(3)
EDRFDN (tmix , f )
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Figure 3: Estimated reverberation time (top) and energy decay
curve (bottom) for both the original and the hybrid IR.

3. RESULTS
This section presents the results of a case study applying the abovementioned algorithms to the IR of a large factory hall. In order to
preserve a certain objectivity the IR was taken from a commercial

Fig. 4 (top figure) compares the EDR derived from the original
IR with that from the FDN, both evaluated at the transition time,
tmix . The high frequency damping in the FDN spectrum (red dotted curve) results from the air absorption filters. Fig. 4 (bottom
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figure) depicts the magnitude response of the spectral correction
filter that provides a smooth transition in between the convolution
and the FDN. We perform a critical band smoothing before the
magnitude response is transformed into a 256-taps FIR filter for
real-time implementation. The actual length of the spectral correction filter is a tradeoff between the modeling accuracy and the
computational efficiency.
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concert halls. The aim was to establish a set of perceptual descriptors for the acoustic quality of concert halls (see e.g. [37–40]).
Multidimensional data analysis (more specifically Individual Differences Scaling analysis, INDSCAL; see [41]), revealed a set of
nine mutually independent perceptive descriptors for describing
the room acoustic quality. It has been shown that these descriptors correlate well with some objective room acoustic criteria (see
[38] for more details). In order to control the room effect along the
relevant perceptual dimensions most of the proposed descriptors
require both a temporal and spatial weighting; some of them do
also require a spectral weighting in order to obtain satisfactory results. An in-depth discussion of the set of descriptors is beyond the
scope of this paper. We only give one example to allow for a more
general understanding of the perceptual control of the hybrid reverberator. For instance, the “DirE” descriptor refers to the energy
of the “temporally extended” direct sound energy and controls the
perceived presence of a sound source in a reverberant environment.
It is computed from the temporally segmented impulse response as
illustrated in Fig. 1. In the following, ER0 refers to the estimated
energy of the direct sound (0 − 20ms), ER1 to the energy of the
early reflections (20 − 40ms), ER2 to the energy of the cluster (i.e.
the late reflections; 40 − 100ms), and ER3 to the energy of the late
reverberation tail (> 100ms), respectively. DirE can be computed
from these energy estimations as follows:
DirE = ER0 + ER1 + ER2,excess + 0.18 × ER2,masked

(6)

with
Figure 4: EDR of the original IR and the FDN at the transition time
(top) and the magnitude response of the transition filter (bottom).
Fig. 5 illustrates the EDR of the original and the hybrid IR.
Visual inspection confirms a good agreement between the EDRs.
A closer look at the right figure shows that the reverberation time
is slightly underestimated, i.e. the RT of the hybrid model is too
short in a frequency range from 500 to 1500 Hz. The spectral correction filter shapes the FDN to match the spectrum of the original
IR at the transition point. Without this correction filter, the hybrid reverberator would not reproduce the frequency boost around
5000 Hz. In this regard, the proposed processing method clearly
outperforms standard FDN implementations.
Informal listening experiments confirm that the hybrid model
generates perceptually indistinguishable results for various test signals (e.g. Dirac impulse, percussive sounds, male/female speech,
music, etc.). As mentioned above, more detailed listening experiments are needed to verify these early results.
The computational advantage of the proposed hybrid reverberation processor over a pure convoler depends on many parameters,
such as the length of the original IR (i.e. the reverberation time),
the mixing time, the number of feedback channels in the FDN, the
audio I/O latency of the processing environment, and so on. Therefore, it is difficult to draw general conclusions on the cpu load from
comparisons with a pure convolution processor. With the different
parameter settings that were tested in this case study, we gained
about 35% of cpu load compared to an optimized real-time convolution algorithm.
4. PERCEPTUAL CONTROL
In the 1980s and 1990s, IRCAM has undertaken a series of room
acoustic measurements and listening tests in different European

ER2,excess =max(0, ER2 − ER40 ),
ER2,masked =min(ER2 , ER40 ),
ER40 =ER |[0,40ms] = ER0 + ER1 .
Jullien and Kahle [38–40] have, for instance, shown that the DirE
parameter represents well Lochner and Burger’s “energy ratio criterion” [42] for the intelligibility of speech. As a result one can
control the perceived presence of sound source by controlling the
gain of the different time sections of the impulse response. For
more details on the perceptive descriptors, please refer to [37–40].
IRCAM’s parametric FDN-based reverberator applies the perceptive descriptors in a similar way, and they have been proven
useful in many music productions. If we now apply them to the
hybrid reverberation process, we have to modify the signal processing structure given in Fig. 2 so that it represents the timesegmented structure given in Fig. 1. The convolution segment (i.e.
for the time interval from t = 0 to t = tmix ) is split into three
sub-segments corresponding to the sections “direct”, “early”, and
“cluster”. The output signals of these subsections are first time
aligned with delay lines and then filtered with three-band parametric shelving filters, which are controlled by the perceptual model
parameters. Fig. 6 depicts the extended processing model (for
simplicity, the data analysis modules are not shown in this figure). When the direct/early/cluster/late filters are flat, the hybrid
reverberation unit represents the original IR. When the user manipulates the perceptual factors, the parameters of the filters are
updated accordingly. This allows to smoothly modulate the acoustical quality of the IR by navigating along the different perceptual axes. For instance the so-called “source presence” factor controls “DirE” and creates a convincing effect of proximity or remoteness of the sound source by simultaneously adjusting the direct/early/cluster/late levels (ER0 , ER1 , ER2 , ER3 ) according to
the structured model.
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Figure 5: EDR (in dB) of the original (left) and hybrid (right) IR. The dashed line represents the transition time, t = tmix .

Figure 6: Process chart of the hybrid reverberator with perceptual control. Blocks in blue correspond to convolution segments.
Blocks in red correspond to parametric reverberation. Delay lines
(brown blocks) ensure time-alignment of the convolution segments.
Blocks in magenta correspond to three-band filters controlled by
the perceptual model.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
This paper considered both the theory and implementation of a
hybrid reverberator that combines convolution processing for early
reflections with feedback delay networks for late reverberation ren-

dering. The proposed method first estimates the reverberation time
and exponentially decaying envelope in different frequency bands
from the original impulse response. These parameters are then
used to control the FDN processing. Particular attention is paid to
the smooth transition from convolution rendering to FDN processing; the power spectrum is matched at the transition point (given
by the mixing time) in each frequency band.
An analysis of different room impulse responses (see also Sections 2 and 3) indicated that three-band shelving filters in each
FDN channel may not always succeed to model the late reverberation with sufficient accuracy. The model accuracy strongly
depends on the EDR profile of the original IR. Future work will
focus on the analysis of the RT(f ) curve in order to automatically determine the minimum number of required frequency bands
(and corresponding crossover frequencies) to keep the modeling
error below a given threshold. Increasing the number of FDN filter bands significantly increases the computational cost. However,
with the rapid increase in available processing power real-time implementations may become feasible.
The modal density of a FDN should satisfy Schroeder’s suggestions for natural sounding and high quality artificial reverberators (cf. Section 2). A useful extension of the hybrid processor
would be estimating the modal density of the original IR to automatically adjust the FDN to these parameters.
The proposed method is based on the stochastic model of late
reverberation and thus excludes, e.g., non-exponential decays, flutter echoes, and spring reverbs. Nonetheless it would be possible to
extend the technique to IRs exhibiting a double-slope exponential
decay; such decay profiles have gained interest in recent years and
have been observed in concert halls such as, e.g., the Boston Symphony Hall. Both the EDR analysis and the FDN rendering can
be extended to that purpose. Adapting the EDR analysis of [35] to
multiple-slope exponential decays do not raise conceptual difficulties. The design of FDNs with multiple decay slopes is currently
under investigation.
In this paper we focused on single channel impulse responses
for a mono input signal and mono (or multichannel) output sig-
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nal(s). A multichannel extension to directional room impulse responses (DRIRs) is currently under development. DRIRs are typically measured with spherical microphone arrays. Preliminary results of multichannel EDR analysis and DRIR denoising have been
published in [43, 44]. The proposed methods perform a joint analysis of the EDR of all the microphone cells in order to preserve the
spatial coherence between them. Hybrid convolution reverberators
operating in the modal domain are used for higher-order Ambisonics rendering.
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